Time course of suppression by surround gratings: highly contrast-dependent, but consistently fast.
Timing is critical for the effectiveness of a modulating surround signal. In this study, the optimal timing of a suppressing surround signal was measured psychophysically in human subjects. The perceived contrast of a fixated 1-deg circular patch of vertical sinusoidal grating (the target: 4 cpd, Michelson contrast 0.2) was measured as a function of the onset asynchrony between the target and an annular "surround" grating with the same orientation and spatial frequency. The contrast and area of the surround stimulus were varied parametrically. The suppressive signal peaked at earlier times the higher the surround contrast (0.1-0.4), following a function consistent with the contrast-dependence of retinal response dynamics. Increasing the area of the surround grating also moved peak suppression to earlier times. At ca. 2 deg annulus outer diameter the time to peak of the suppressive signal was shortest, although its amplitude grew with annulus area even beyond that. When both the contrast and the area of the centre and surround gratings were equal, suppression was maximal if the surround stimulus was presented ca. 5 ms before the target. Such a short delay of suppression is consistent with a neural implementation based on feedforward-feedback connections, but not with horizontal connections.